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Triple beam balance gizmo answer key

No text content! Student Exploration: Triple Beam Balance (ANSWER KEY) Download Student Exploration: Triple Beam Balance Vocabulary: fulcrum, arm, weight, rider, three-beam balance preliminary knowledge issues (Avoid these before the Gizmo.) The arm is a long beam set on a pointed fulcrum. The heavy rock is placed on an arm, as you can see. Draw an arrow where
you need to press to lift the rock most easily. Let's say you want to balance the rock with a smaller stone. Where would you put the smaller stone? Draw a small rock on the diagram above to balance the large rock. Gizmo Warm-up The balance of three-beam light is an arm that is used to measure mass or to measure the amount of matter in an object. An object of unknown mass
is placed on the measuring bowl. On the other side is a fulcrum, a set of sliding weights, called riders, slipping into beams to balance the object. Practice using the balance of the Triple Beam Balance Gizmo™ where is the fulcrum of this arm? How does the object balance on the measuring bowl? Activity: Prepare the Gizmo: � Set all Riders to 0. Measuring weight question: How
do you use a triple beam balance to find weight? Notice: Riders weigh 10 grams (above), 100 grams (center), and 1 gram (bottom). Pull the 100-gram rider to 300. In this position, it balances a weight of 300 grams. What happens to the pointer? Comparison: Place each object on the measuring bowl one by one. Which objects weigh more than 300 grams? How do you know that?
Measure: Move the 100-gram rider back to 0. Place the light bulb on the tray. Move the 100-gram rider to the right, one note to the right until the pointer sinks. Now move the 100-gram rider back one notthing on the left. (The indicator should raise it.) Move the 10-gram rider to the right, one not to the right, until the pointer sinks below the zero mark. Now move the rider back to the
left. Move the 1 g rider slowly until the pointer is aligned with the zero mark. Calculation: The mass of the light bulb is the sum of the values of each rider. To make the 1g biker's high-profile dune visible, place the cursor over it. (All tick marks indicate 0,1 g. 100 g motorcyclist: 10 g rider: 1 g rider: Mass of light bulb: 245.6 Note: Since the position of the 1 g slider can be estimated
at the nearest 0.01 g, the weighing should normally be fixed to the nearest century. For example, we would write 201.32 g or 146.70 g if the slider is exactly 0.1 g tick present. Exercise: Use the Gizmo to find the mass of the other objects. Describe the crowd. Paper clips: Cone: Cube: Student Exploration: Triple Beam BalanceVocabulary: fulcrum, arm, weight, rider, triple beam
balanceSteal knowledge issues (Avoid these in front of the Gizmo.) The arm is a long beam, which is a pointed is set. The heavy rock is placed on an arm, as you can see. Draw an arrow where it should be down to lift the rock most easily. Let's say you want to balance the rock with a smaller stone. Where would you put the smaller stone? Draw a small rock on the diagram above
to balance the large rock. Gizmo Warm-upThe tripe light balance is a type of lever that is used to measure mass or the amount of material in an object. An object of unknown mass is placed on the measuring bowl. On the other side is a fulcrum, a set of sliding weights, called riders, slipping into beams to balance the object. Practice using the balance of the Triple Beam Balance
Gizmo™Where is the fulcrum of this arm? How does the object balance on the measuring bowl? Activity:Weight measurement Gizmo ready:Question: How is the triple beam balance used to find the mass? Notice: Riders weigh 10 grams (above), 100 grams (center), and 1 gram (bottom). Pull the 100-gram rider to 300. In this position, it balances a weight of 300 grams. What
happens to the pointer? Comparison: Place each object on the measuring bowl one by one. Which objects weigh more than 300 grams? How do you know that? Measure: Move the 100-gram rider back to 0. Place the light bulb on the tray. Move the 100-gram rider to the right, one note to the right until the pointer sinks. Now move the 100-gram rider back one notthing on the left.
(The indicator should raise it.) Move the 10-gram rider to the right, one not to the right, until the pointer sinks below the zero mark. Now move the rider back to the left. Move the 1 g rider slowly until the pointer is aligned with the zero mark. Calculation: The mass of the light bulb is the sum of the values of each rider. To make the 1g biker's high-profile dune visible, place the cursor
over it. (All tick marks indicate a rider of 0.1 g.100 g: 10 g rider: 1 g rider:Mass of the light bulb: 245.6Note: Since the position of the 1 g slider can be estimated at the nearest 0.01 g, weighing is usually recorded for the nearest century. For example, we would write 201.32 g or 146.70 g if the slider is exactly 0.1 g tick present. Exercise: Use the Gizmo to find the mass of the other
objects. Describe the crowd. Paper clips: Cone: Cube: Cube:
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